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Abstract. Anxiety is a typical threshold phenomenon. Both threshold and schema, sharing the 
commonality of dynamism and infinite possibilities, together constitute the tension of the text. The 
schema is the main line running through this work, while the threshold is the motive force to generate 
the schema and make it flow. In Hag-Seed, the anxiety conflicted by reality and imagination creates 
the revenge schema, and the struggle between the two sides of humanity makes the development of 
the revenge schema up and down. From self-imposed confinement to self-relief, and finally, to the 
dissolution of the revenge schema, the protagonist returns to reality. Atwood uses this work to explore 
the issue of survival under the anxiety prevalent in modern society. Survival does not mean only 
physical but also spiritual one. Therefore, the writer believes that it is feasible to use the healing effect 
of humanities and arts on people’s spirits to free them from anxiety. However, how to fundamentally 
solve this issue still lies in men themselves. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Margaret Atwood’s novel Hag-Seed (2016) is a retelling of Shakespeare’s legendary play The Tempest. 
The Guardian comments that “it’s a magical eulogy to Shakespeare, leading the reader to a fantastical 
reworking of the original but fusing it with ironic nods to contemporary culture”, and New York Times 
Book Review thinks the story in the novel is “utterly heartbreaking yet pierced by humor, with a plot 
that retains considerable subtlety even as the original’s back story falls neatly into place”. At present, 
this work has not received much academic attention. This paper holds that while inheriting the theme 
and form of the original play, Hag-Seed also adopts the turbulent of anxiety threshold under the 
impetus of revenge schema to show the emotional crisis under the heavy pressure of contemporary 
human beings and to uncover the dark side of modern society. The forward flow of the revenge schema 
is actually an attempt by modern people to explore self-construction when they encounter survival 
crisis and in a state of inescapable anxiety. The work delicately depicts the emotional experience of 
the character when he is in the anxiety threshold. The tension between the anxiety threshold and the 
possibility of self-reconstruction reflects Atwood’s thinking about the relationship between humanities 
and art and human survival and development. Moreover, this paper also attempts to discuss the cross 
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amalgamation and tension between schema and threshold, which are two important branches of 
cognitive poetics. 

Anxiety is the transition state of emotion and the threshold state of emotion. According to Victor 
Turner, “the characteristics of the ritual subject (the passenger) are ambiguous”[1]p94 and the nature of 
“liminal entities are neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and 
arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial”[1]p95. The publication of Thinking on Thresholds: 
The Poetics of Transitive Spaces (2013), a collection of essays edited by the Cambridge University 
lecturer Subha Mukherji, plays an essential role in developing the idea of threshold in literary studies. 
It further defines threshold as transitional spaces. In literary study, the threshold refers to the 
intermediate state, the transitional space or the mixed space formed by the binary or multiple 
opposition during the narrative process. According to the way of existence, a threshold can be material 
or spiritual, or from material to spiritual. There are different types of thresholds, but they share 
common features: temptation, imagination, ambiguity, openness, permeability, and infinite possibility. 
Anxiety has always been a problem in human history, which became profound after the twentieth 
century and went from invisibility to dominance by the middle of the twentieth century. In the view of 
Rollo May, anxiety was vital to the human condition, though “part of this meaning can be destructive, 
another part also can be constructive”[2]p7, Liddle also held that “anxiety accompanies intellectual 
activity as its shadow, and that the more we know of the nature of anxiety, the more we will know of 
intellect”.[2]p41 Therefore, anxiety attacks “the core or essence of the personality”[2]p60, some anxiety 
researchers, Freud, Goldstein and Horney are mentioned here, agreed that “anxiety is a diffuse 
apprehension”[2]p74. Actually, anxiety is features with “unspecific”, “ vague” and “objectless”. Hence, 
when the individual’s subjective world is penetrated by anxiety, the individual can not objectify 
anxiety and treat it differently from himself/herself. Then, anxiety is a typical threshold state before 
going out of such a vague and restless state. 

Schema is an essential concept in cognitive science. Peter Stockwell pointed that it “was 
originally developed as a means of providing computer programs in artificial intelligence research with 
a contextual ‘knowledge’ that would enable them to process language”[3]p75 and argued that schema 
sees the “knowledge structures as dynamic and experientially developing”[3]p79. In fact, schema is 
gradually “abstracted, solidified, and derived in the process of human subjective initiative interacting 
with external world”[4]. Moreover, F.C.Bartlett regarded schemata as fixed memory structures that are 
pulled out for use on demand[5]. Therefore, schema can be seen as the cognitive structure and 
knowledge frame abstracted by the cerebrum and can output information. The schema is not inborn or 
unalterable, but comes into being unconsciously. Once schema is formed, it acts on the individual’s 
unconsciousness, guides the individual’s behavior, and adjusts the individual’s interaction with the 
external environment. Therefore, schema has not only a solid frame, but also the dynamic nature of 
being infiltrated and producing infinite possibilities. On the literary level, the dynamics and unlimited 
possibilities shared by the threshold and schema are the deep motive force of the story moving forward. 
Specifically, it is the typically hybrid and transitional space that the contradictory potential text world 
will come into being gradually as a result of some contradictions of different thoughts and actions 
between people and people, people and society, people and the world generalize for myriad reasons, 
such as social background, history environment, moral standards, cultural literacy and other subjective 
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and objective factors in the process of making full use of subjective initiative to interplay with the 
external environment and adjusting themselves after the individuals felt anxious and discomfort 
simulated by the external environment. The schema abstracts and blurs the concept in the process of 
interaction step by step to endow it with a high degree of generality so as to give a interpretation 
directionally for the problem. What schema solidifies is the whole cognitive or knowledge structure. 
However, factors are in circular flow within the cognitive structure, which matches with the 
transitional and contradictory threshold. Meanwhile, the flow and conflict of internal elements 
unceasingly permeate into the whole schema to put it has dynamic changes. Thus, the threshold is the 
motive of the schema generation and flow. 

Atwood’s Hag-Seed tells a story of Felix, an artistic director who, after losing his beloved wife 
and daughter, suffers betrayal and dismissal by his partner and then plots revenge through the rehearsal 
of a play, The Tempest. In the novel, the anxiety triggered by lacking personal feelings and a sense of 
belonging makes Felix’s strong revenge desire rise to a concrete cognitive level, becoming a stable 
schematic revenge. However, in every part of the revenge schema, the protagonist falls into anxiety 
caused by the threshold intersected by reality and imagination. The turmoil in the mental space led by 
the anxiety threshold naturally becomes the triggering mechanism and an intrinsic part of Felix’s 
revenge schema throughout his revenge. Therefore, this paper explains Felix’s survival dilemma from 
three stages of the creation, development, and dissolution of the revenge schema of the anxiety 
threshold. This paper also explains Felix’s mental journey, which goes through emotional catharsis to 
self-reconstruction by rehearsing the play. Thereby, this paper goes into the significance of the anxiety 
threshold to the individual’s self-reconstruction. 

2 THE FORMATION OF REVENGE SCHEMA --- THRESHOLD OF REALITY AND 

IMAGINATION 

The formation of new schema happens when original schema is damaged or penetrated by the objective 
environment. But schema is always based on their original experience. This has resulted in the 
limitations of original schema, and as the experience increases, the original schema will be 
decomposed and recombined at any time. The formation of the revenge schema in Hag-Seed begins 
with the hero Felix losing his original cognition of kinship and stems from his falling into the process 
of confrontation with anxiety. Felix’s personal anxiety, including “internal confusion, alienation, 
psychological disorientation, and uncertainty with respect to values and acceptable standards of 
conduct”[2]p10, not only reveals his living state and emotional experience, but also shows the profound 
experience that exists in society. 

After losing his wife, Felix’s daughter Miranda was the only family he had, but then Miranda 
died of meningitis. The subsequently loss of beloved wife and daughter caused Felix’s lack of 
individual spiritual attachment and family sense of belonging, so he was sad, confused and evasive. 
Felix decided to use the stage, the virtual reality space, to seek the realization of the consistency 
between the real self and the imagined self and to obtain temporary comfort. Soon after the opening 
of the novel, it mentioned that “Miranda would become the daughter who had not been lost; who’d 
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been a protecting cherub......who(Miranda) hadn’t died, but had grown up into a lovely girl. What he 
couldn’t have in life he might still catch sight of through his art: just a glimpse, from the corner of his 
eye”[6]p15，and “reborn Miranda”, “ hadn’t died”, “his Miranda would come back to life” [6]p15-17 have 
appeared many times. Felix attempted to vent the pain of the loss of real affection by directing the 
resurrection scene of Miranda in the Tempest. But, as Atwood put it, it “seems that when the artist tries 
for a sphere of power beyond that of his art, he’s on shifty ground; but if he doesn’t engage himself 
with the social world at all, he risks being simply irrelevant”[13]p81. Drama, one of the representatives 
of the humanities and arts, has the function of healing and can transcend time and space, life and death, 
but paying too much attention to it can also cause people to slide to the other extreme, that is, ignoring 
the changes in the real world. Felix’s escape happened to allow Tony and others, who had been loyal 
friends on the surface for many years, to take advantage of. Tony took the role of Felix’s theater an 
artistic director and kicked him out of the company. Forced to leave Makeshiweg, Felix experienced 
the heartbreak of disillusionment: 

“He’d taken that picture himself, when Miranda was almost three. It was her first time on a swing. 
Her head was tipped back; she was laughing with joy...... The frame around her was painted silver, a 
silver window frame. On the other side of that magical window she was still alive. 

And now she would have to stay locked behind the glass, because, with the destruction of his 
Tempest, the new Miranda—the Miranda he’d been intending to create, or possibly to resurrect—was 
dead in the water”[6]p32 

Here, “window” and “glass” the are external manifestations of Felix’s anxiety threshold. Window 
is made of glass, through which can look inside and out, but the window cannot be crossed, this is why 
it can be an eloquent threshold. As Isobel Armstrong said “you can see through it—represents at the 
same time the first gradation of opacity”；it is “both medium and barrier”[7]. The “window frame” 
mentioned here is two-way: one side is the real world, the other is the fantasy world; one side is the 
world of life, and the other is the world of death. The window frame is the medium linking Felix and 
Miranda. Through window frame and glass, Miranda  is within reach but beyond touched. the boundary 
between life and death is thus blurred, William Butler Yeats once commented, “window is between 
glimpsing and failing to grasp or touch”[8]xxi. The disillusionment of Felix’s wish and the painful 
struggle he fell into pervaded in and out of the photo frame, symbolizing the threshold between reality 
and illusion. 

Revenge schema is not triggered by anxiety immediately, but comes from a kind of self-
redeeming ploy and resolution as a result of persistent anxiety. If stage is a metaphor of an ideal time 
and space away from reality, living in suburbs is a real escape from reality. But obviously, the more 
Felix aspired to live a virtual quiet life through escapism, the more he was not able to escape from the 
inner storms and the ugly, dark reality of the external world. Although he fled the physical space where 
he suffered a lot, he could not prevent his heart from longing for love and hating towards his enemies. 
Even a child playing out his door could trigger his yearn for his daughter. In addiction, the ubiquity of 
social media enabled Felix to obtain news of Tony so easily, intentionally or not. Tony, who stole 
nearly everything Felix had worked for and achieved and even eliminated his effect on the theatre 
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world, had a great success. As a result, Felix fell into madness and was trapped in the overwhelming 
anxiety. As Horney put it that anxiety is “a reaction to a threat to some value which the individual 
holds essential to his existence as a personality”[2]p60, the unspeakable threshold of anxiety acts on 
Felix, inspiring him to try to seek self-harmony. However, Rollo May believed that “anxiety is an alien 
power which lays hold of an individual, and yet one cannot tear oneself away, nor has a will to do 
so”[2]p89. Hence, the extreme anxiety prompted Felix to rethink the reality and the meaning of survival, 
which became the driving force for him to return to reality. Hence, the revenge scheme came into 
being, the rehearsal of The Tempest is undoubtedly Felix’s preferred revenge tool for he was once the 
most influential local dramatist. 

In the long waiting for a revenge opportunity, the reclusive and tranquil environment drove Felix 
to shift his attention to the desire of his internal world, and naturally apply the unique imagination of 
the artist to repair his emotional trauma. Felix imagined about the existence of Miranda, and that she 
grew up into a slim and graceful girl. He read children’s books loud just because he thought the little 
daughter was listening to him. He gained consolation and virtual warmth from constant self-insinuation. 
Felix imagined about the happiness, anger, sorrow and joy of Miranda, all her daily activities, their 
company of each other, and even Miranda’s interest in dramas. Miranda lived in the imagined world 
of Felix with a real and vivid image. This allowed him to regain the sense of belonging for his kinship. 
But living in the real world, Felix gained constant warning from another voice in his heart: 

“One day he heard her singing, right outside the window. He didn’t daydream it, the way he’d 
been semi-daydreaming up to then. It wasn’t one of his whimsical yet despairing fabrications. He 
actually heard a voice. It was not a consolation. Instead, it frightened him.  

‘This has gone way too far,’ he told himself sternly. ‘Snap out of it, Felix. Pull yourself together. 
Break out of your cell. You need a real-world connection’” [6]p47. 

Felix’s fantasies and inner warning are intertwined, and the boundaries of life and death, fantasy 
and reality are once again blurred at his physical body interface. The “intermediate mental state 
between sleeping and waking in which ‘an awareness of imagination as experience of and on the 
threshold is enabled’ -- and the sensuousness of that passage into freedom”[8]xxii. Half awake gives 
Felix, who is in a state between fantasy and reality, the opportunity to hear the voice and singing of 
Miranda in his imagination. This is the strongest desire deep in his heart，and also his experience of 
escaping from reality, gaining comfort, and realizing spiritual freedom. At the same time, the sound of 
warnings also mixed in, reminding that this is a “cage” and must be broken free. Felix used his body's 
perception and imagination to perceive Miranda’s voice and the warning from his own soul. Felix 
perceives Miranda’s voice and warnings from his own mind through physical perception and 
imagination. Miranda’s voice and the warning from the heart also brought happiness to Felix through 
his body, and he felt the horror of indulging in illusion. According to Maurice Merleau-Ponty, the 
sensing body is both an agent and patient at the same time, it “occurs because a sort of dehiscence 
opens my body in two, and because between my body looked at and my body looking, my body 
touched and my body touching, there is overlapping or encroachment, so that we must say that the 
things pass into us as well as we into the things a perceived body is both a giver and a receiver, touching, 
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visible, overlapping or invading, so we must say that things pass through us, and we pass through 
things”[9].Therefore, Felix’s body actually becomes a field intertwined by sound, fantasy and reality, 
which leads to unconscious activity entering the field of conscious activity and irrational discourse 
entering the field of rational discourse. Felix is sent into another world in which life and death, reality 
and illusion, dreams and sobriety lost their proper place, and the anxiety triggered again became a 
more firm attachment to the temporary alienation of revenge. 

At this point, reality and imagination continuously conflict with each other. It causes Felix, who 
is trying to escape, to be dragged from the illusion to the cruel reality, making him face his resentful 
mind and unjust society. The anxiety brought by the irreconcilable hatred caused by the internal 
emotion and the external environment eventually becomes the motive for the revenge. From Prospero, 
the Duke of Milan, to Felix, the artistic director, it embodies that every ordinary individual may fall 
into the threshold of anxiety caused by survival dilemma at anytime, anywhere, and in an unexpected 
way, which reflects the public in the contemporary society. Atwood inherits the spirit of Shakespeare’s 
humanism while giving it a contemporary character. She meticulously depicts the situation of anxiety 
and survival experience which prevail among contemporary people. 

3 THE TURBULENT OF REVENGE SCHEMA --- THRESHOLD OF THE TWO SIDES OF 

HUMAN NATURE  

Felix’s revenge desire did not remain the same or keep growing all the time. Between evilness and 
goodness, between gains and losses, Felix showed his hesitation all the time. This dealt a constant 
blow to the implementation process of his revenge schema, which moved forward along ups and downs.  

By the ninth year, Felix was determined to recontact with the outside world and found a job 
teaching drama at Fletcher Correctional. In the process of successfully teaching and rehearsing drama 
to prisoners, the prisoners regained goodwill and Felix regained his sense of accomplishment. He 
seems to be accepting himself returning to the real world in this way. While his desire for revenge has 
always been deep inside --- it is “a constant undercurrent like an ache”[6]p72, and the chance of 
revenge comes soon. Freud and Sullivan described anxiety as a “ ‘cosmic’ experience. It is ‘cosmic’ 
in that it invades us totally, penetrating our whole subjective universe. We cannot stand outside it to 
objectify it. We cannot see it separately from ourselves[2]p75. In fact, Felix never let go of his desire 
for revenge. He has been watching Tony and Sal through the Internet for years, and looking for 
opportunities for revenge. Tony and Sal’s visit to the prison made him feel “revenge is so close he can 
actually taste it”[6]p72, and the long-term suppression of revenge made him more eager to revenge. 
Thus, Felix devoted himself to the preparation of revenge --- rehearsed, which indicated the revenge 
schema began work. Every day he is immersed in the casting, discussing the theme of the play with 
prisoners, and mining characteristics of the characters, but when he returned to his almost isolated 
place, he fell into a frenzy of revelry and self-doubt: on the one hand, The Tempest is about to be staged 
in prison, and his revenge and reinstatement are about to come true; on the other hand, he is worried 
that he is too risky, so he might as well abandon this plan and bid farewell to the past, silently 
approaching the dark. The anxiety caused by this restless self-contradiction becomes more and more 
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serious as the day of revenge approached, triggering Felix’s nostalgia behavior. In cognitive study, 
nostalgia can be understood as an “adaptive system triggered by an individual’s attachment tendency 
and lack of belonging”[4], Svetlana Boym further confirmed that “nostalgia is not always about the 
past; it can he retrospective but also prospective”. [10] The realistic needs of the individual are the cause 
of nostalgia, which in turn will directly affect individual’s future choice. Felix, in his uncertain 
emotional threshold, urgently needs to reflect on the past, relive his nightmare, so as to obtain more 
instructions for future choices and strengthen his confidence in implementing the revenge scheme. 
Miranda, frozen in the silver frame, and Prospero’s animal garments, imprisoned for a long time, once 
again inspire Felix’s desire for revenge, prompt him to seize the opportunity to restore his reputation 
and punish his enemies. 

With the coming of performance of the Tempest, Felix became very doubting, hesitant, and 
agitated at the thought of succeeding in revenge. He counted the days, even the hours. Thus, he needed 
a more clear direction for the further revenge plans. Through Miranda’s voices, his highly emotional 
dependence on Miranda plunged his body into an anxious world, in which he blown hot and cold again 
for sticking to the revenge or stop it. As Fu Xiuyan said, when a person’s body and mind “are 
dominated by certain emotions, the nerve center of the brain quietly adjusts the allocation of attention, 
giving the auditory nerve special sensitivity to certain sounds”[11], Derrida even believed that “la voix 
est l’être auprès de soi dans la forme de l’universalité, comme con-science. La voix est la 
conscience”[12], which means that sound is an existence close to the self as consciousness in the 
universal form, and sound is consciousness. What Miranda said, being illusory in form, was no longer 
just a physiological behavior for Felix, but an outward manifestation of Felix’s 
psychological consciousness. It had become a guide for Felix to insist on his revenge schema in 
hesitation. When Felix felt restless about revenge, Miranda whispered to him that “the hour’s now 
come”[6]p209 was like injecting him with a booster, thus starting the revenge in prison. As the revenge 
was about to succeed, Felix fell into self-doubt, and Miranda’s voice crept up again: “I would (feel 
sorry), sir, were I human”.[6]p231 Therefore, when Felix’s hatred reached its peak like a storm, he 
decided not to go into it. Atwood once mentioned, “ because the dead control the past, they control the 
stories, and also certain kinds of truth”[13]p114. The dead no longer have the entity of the physical world, 
which makes the illusory sound representing his existence more real and profound than the visual 
effect. The non-substantial sound became the channel that connected Felix and Miranda, enabling the 
world of the dead and the world of the alive to communicate with each other. The emotional threshold 
endowed revenge schema with the tension to go up and down in the anxiety of giving up or persisting 
in the dogfight. It is also that “the text works by becoming a listening space”[14]p210. 

Atwood explained that “Prospero uses his arts — magic arts, arts of illusion — not just for 
entertainment, though he does some of that as well, but for the purposes of moral and social 
improvement”[13]p80. So, Felix’s revenge through the directing of the Tempest is actually a 
manifestation of the drama art’s function of punishing evil and promoting good and emotional catharsis. 
From this, Atwood has entered into the discussion of the possibility of combining artists, art, and social 
morality. Interestingly, prison is also a kind of threshold, it is a transitional space between civilization 
and violence. In this space, Atwood juxtaposed different attitudes towards criminal reform. Estelle, a 
proponent of the project to read and learn culture in prison, pointed out that “arts can be used as a 
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therapeutic and educational tool, in a very creative and unexpected way!”[6]p71, and illustrated the goal 
of the course is to improve criminal’s “basic literacy skills so they can find a meaningful place in the 
community once they’re back in the world”[6]p51. As an artistic director, Felix transformed prisoners 
through dramatic art, and his Shakespeare’s rehearsal was welcomed, from which he got a certain 
degree of satisfaction. However, Tony and Sal’s visit to the prison was known as a study of whether 
the drama course in the prison have a role in transforming prisoners, but planned to use budget as an 
excuse to cut the project. In the view of Sal, prisons are used for confinement and punishment, and 
criminals are bad nature and can not be civilized. After the visit, they would cancel the prison cultural 
programs.The play within a play in the prison during the revenge shows the complexity of human 
nature: Sal insisted that the prisoners were animals and should be locked up; Lonnie changed his 
attitude, “If I were redesigning the prison system”, “I’d try giving the inmates more freedom, not 
less”[6]p220；instead, Tony tried to use the same tricks used to drive Felix away, attempting to persuade 
Sebert to get rid of his former alliance Sal and the eyewitness Lonnie, and finally to frame the “rioters”. 
When the Tempest ended, Felix punished Tony and Sebert with evidence of Tony’s plot, and the prison 
drama program continued, as well as Felix returned to Makeshiweg to continue his theatrical work. 
These all just as he commented on the characteristics of Shakespeare’s play that “bad behavior and 
even stupid behavior were punished and virtue was rewarded, more or less”[6]p55. Clearly, Felix 
completed his revenge through theater art but failed to reconstruct self because he could not 
balance the relationship among artist, art, social reality, while excessive bias to either side easily 
leads to extreme situations. This not only echoes the original play, but also reflects the 
importance of Atwood and Shakespeare’s highly unanimous praise of the good of human nature. 
In the complex society caused by complex human nature, good will be the mainstream of human 
nature that has never been blocked in the long history. 

4 THE DISAPPEARANCE OF REVENGE SCHEMA --- THE RELEASE OF MEMORY 

TRAUMA THRESHOLD 

Anxiety as a trigger for revenge did not immediately disappear with the end of Felix’s revenge, which 
is because anxiety is “as the crucial problem of emotional and behavioral disorders”[2]p15. The root 
cause of Felix’s falling into the anxiety threshold was the loss of his sense of belonging. His 
psychological treatment required a new destination, which was a long process. Successful revenge was 
an important channel for Felix to get out of the anxiety threshold. However, whether he could 
completely go across the threshold relied on whether he could surpass the self-imprisonment brought 
by the loss of his sense of belonging after suffering so much, face up to the reality and release himself. 
When Felix helped 8Handz roll up the tech, Miranda’s voice passed to him through 8Handz. Miranda’s 
voice, which was passed through the intermediary for the first time, prolonged and strengthened the 
awakening effect of the voice on Felix’s memory of the past. 8Handz says that “ It’s not that. It’s 
‘Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, Life is but a dream’”[6]p238，this song arouses Felix’s vague 
impression of such sounds, which he used to sing to Miranda. Thus, Felix remembers the songs he 
used to sing to Miranda, and Miranda who was seriously ill in the ward. Sound plays a role in 
connecting events and memories, making Felix face the pain in his heart. He has always been guilty 
for not being able to hear the news of Miranda’s fever in time during his rehearsal, and his revenge is 
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only to keep Miranda’s phantom. The memory, like a ghost that constantly needs to be appeased, once 
again put Felix into a sad past, the French philosopher Gaston Bachelard put that “this frail, ephemeral 
thing, a voice, can bear witness to the most forceful realities”[15].The striking reality, however, is that 
if Tony takes away Felix’s career, then Felix himself has an unshirkable responsibility for the loss of 
his beloved daughter. If the successful performance of The Tempest and completing his revenge on 
Tony is only revenge for his career, but Miranda’s real enemy is Felix himself, whom he can never 
revenge. Subsequently, Miranda’s voice comforted him and said, “The rarer action is / In virtue than 
in vengeance”[6]p239. Finally, Felix accepted the fact that he could not reverse his fate through the 
Tempest, and Miranda could not be reborn in his dramatic magic. Felix’s life was back on track, he 
returned to Makeshiweg as an artistic director, and no longer fantasized that Miranda was with 
him.When Felix put the magic garments in his suitcase, he finally realized that his interpretation of the 
Tempest for twelve years was wrong. The end of directing the Tempest is not to revive Miranda, but 
to accept the fact that Miranda has died. Drama is an important way for his emotional catharsis and 
the establishment of harmonious between the real self and the imagined self. Eventually, Felix let go 
of his cling to Miranda, he says to her “to the elements be free”[6]p283. By releasing Miranda, Felix was 
also freed from the anxiety of self-confinement and gained real freedom after dismissing those 
emotions from his mind. 

This novel is titled Hag-Seed. The “Hag-Seed” originally refers to Caliban, the son of the 
witch Sycorax, who is imprisoned by Prospero. This actually implies that every character in the 
work is bound to some extent, either the mind or matter, and Felix is actually another Prospero, 
both are in an anxious revenge schema: trapped in his obsession, eager to revive his daughter 
with the magic of drama, and then betrayed by his friends, finally forgave his enemy and himself, 
and return to reality. However, Felix’s revenge, driven by the anxiety threshold, is a manifestation of 
his struggle to survive in pain but death. “Prospero is really just Hamlet, says Atwood, making different 
choices. Instead of exacting punishment, he chooses forgiveness. Instead of dying, he chooses life”[16], 
Atwood said. Survival is a theme that Atwood constantly explores. Here, survival is not only about 
life and death, but also about how to survive. The real survival is not only about physical survival, but 
also about spiritual survival. 

5 CONCLUSION 

After interpreting this work from the perspective of anxiety threshold, it is found that the generation 
and flowing of the whole revenge schema are resulted from the anxiety caused by personal feelings 
and lack of the sense of belonging. Because of anxiety, Felix tended to escape and ignore the reality, 
and was longing for the reconstruction of his emotional dependence in an ideal time and space. In 
order to establish a more harmonious integration between the imagined self and the real self, Felix 
attempted to seek curing from the art of drama for his imagination about happiness and destination. 
Finally, he got rid of the self-imprisonment, realized self-release and adjustment of personal emotions, 
surpassed the anxiety threshold, and returned to his original status. This work not only inherits the 
ideas of “revenge” and “forgiveness” in the original play, but also highlights the anxiety modern people 
that is triggered by their survival dilemma, the struggle of overcoming the anxiety of imagination and 
reality, good and evil, art and morality, as well as the problem of self-emotion adjustment. The survival 
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anxiety caused by the loss of loved ones is a common dilemma that everyone may face. Such survival 
anxiety is not only metaphorical but also practical. The realization of self-reconciliation through drama 
art is in fact the writer’s highlighting the positive role of humanities and art on the survival and 
development of human beings. Looking at Atwood’s work in the new millennium, she is more 
concerned with the existential anxiety that humans face, for instance, the “Madd Addam”trilogy, which 
are Oryx and Crake, The Year of Flood and Madd Addam, reflects the anxiety about the future survival 
of mankind in an era when scientific and technological rationality and instrumental rationality are 
highly respected while humanities and arts are suppressed; The Heart Goes Last reveals the anxiety 
about the industrialization of prisons and the crazy consumer society. This is the profound epitome of 
the anxiety of the times. Atwood just integrates her humanistic care into her literary art to show the 
state of human existence. To this reason, by rewriting the Tempest, Atwood inherits the humanism of 
Shakespeare’s play, and demonstrates the inescapable anxiety brought about by the development of 
the times by portraying Felix’s survival anxiety. In addition, Atwood also explores the possibility of 
facing and dealing with anxiety, that is, the humanities and arts should pay attention to the survival 
and development of human beings and give full play to its healing and educational functions. Hag-
Seed is exactly the embodiment of this point, which is also the continuous improvement of her creative 
system. However, Atwood seems to show in Hag-Seed that the crux of the survival problem is still the 
man himself. 
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